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A consortium of developers and practitioners of multiparty computation (MPC), committed to accelerating market awareness and adoption of MPC to increase the security and privacy of online services.
MPC Alliance

• Initiated by Sepior, Unbound Tech, and ZenGo: summer of 2019
• Incorporated in Delaware, USA, 501 (c) (6) non-profit
• Publicly announced: November 2019
• 38 members (nearly 3X increase in 1st year)
• Online channels
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MPC Alliance Members
MPC Alliance General Members – Primary Sponsors

- Acronis
- Alibaba Group
- AMIS
- ARPA
- ATOMSIGS LAB
- BIG HORN WEB SOLUTIONS
- BOLT LABS
- Cosmosian
- cryptoworth
- CURV
- CYBAVO
- CYBERNETICA
- Digital Garage
- fragmentiX
- I4P
- US TECHNOLOGIES
- einpher
- ITRI
- JUZIX
- MYKEY
- Nthparty
- NTT
- PARTISIA
- Penta Security
- PlatON
- PRIVE COMMS
- qedit
- Qredo
- Salesforce
- SEPIOR
- Spherity
- THRESHOLD
- UNBOUND
Initiatives: Primarily Educational and Promotional

• Launched the www.MPCAlliance.org website
  • Wiki: Contributed educational content
  • Blog: Member and Analyst contributed content
  • MPC Podcast Channel: coming soon
  • Mailing list (register under Contact Us)

• Analyst briefings
  • Periodic briefings on MPC-related projects by member companies

• MPC Academy
  • In planning
Consider Joining Us!

• Primary Criteria: Advocating the awareness and adoption of MPC-based products and services

• Membership levels
  • General & Strategic (open to anyone): $2,500 to $25,000
  • Auditing (Government, Education, Non-profits): $1,000
  • Informational (anyone – with limited participation rights): $200

• Bylaws (www.MPCalliance.org)

• Visit www.MPCalliance.org for more
Thank You!  Questions?

www.mpcalliance.org